	
  

PHYSICAL SECURITY
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The
Repairman
In previous training we
discussed Social Engineering.
This is when cyber criminals
use tricks to fool you, such as
convincing you to provide
your password or infect your
computer for them. These
types of attacks have existed
before the age of the Internet;
cyber criminals are now
applying them to the Internet.
One of the simplest ways
for a criminal to gain access in
the physical world is to
pretend to be something or
someone you trust. For
example, criminals can enter
our building pretending to be
someone we trust, such as a
telephone or copier
repairman. These are people
we regularly expect to see
and can even be fooled into
helping them by opening a
door or answering questions
they may have.
Everyone in our building
should have an identification
badge identifying who they
are (employee visitor or
repairmen). If they do not
have am identification badge,
please escort them to the front
desk or security.
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3. Doors and Access Ways

If you have any

If you are leaving your computer

If you open a door that requires

make sure the screen is locked and

badge access, utilizes locks or leads
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outdoors always close the door
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again,
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due to someone else’s mistake. In
addition, when you enter a room

5. Your Laptop

that requires an access card be sure

Unfortunately, criminals do not have

anyone else entering uses their

to break into to our building to steal

access card also. A common attack

our information; sometimes they can

for
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laptops.
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traveling

with
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This attack is so common it also has

company provided laptop always

its own name drafting.

have it secured especially in very
public places such as hotel lobbies,
restaurants or airports. If you must
leave your laptop make sure it is
secured. For example, always lock
your laptop it in the trunk of your
car. Never leave your laptop visible
where criminals can easily see it
and be persuaded to steal it.
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